Kurzus címe: TYPEKNITTING -TYPOGRAPHIC KNITTING
Kurzus oktatói: Rüdiger Schlömer, Kele Ildikó
Kurzuskód:
Kurzus leírása:
Pixel, Patch und Pattern was the first Typeknitting book, in which several previous projects
on knitting typography were distilled into a systematic approach. The book was translated in
Englisch (Typographic Knitting) and French (Tricot Graphique). It received a Certificate of
Typographic Excellence from the Type Directors Club NY, was nominated for the Design
Prize Switzerland and appeared in magazines as Vogue Knitting, The Knitter, Make, Page and
Novum.
Since 2019, several Typeknitting workshops have been hold at places and festivals such as
De Amsterdamse Steek, Swiss Yarn Festival, Barcelona Knits (virtual) and Gewerbemuseum
Winterthur (virtual).
In Typeknitting Rüdiger Schlömer combines his interests and experience as a graphic
designer, and exhibition mediator. Rüdiger Schlömer studied Visual Communication in
Aachen and Art in Context in Berlin. As a graphic designer, he discovered knitting as a way to
make typography more sensual and haptic and to explore parallels between analog and
digital practice.
In his Workshops, participants learn about the general principles of Typeknitting in a way
that they can apply them to their own way of knitting. This happens in an open,
communicative setting, in which there is room for side experiments and inspiration.
DESCRIPTION
At the beginning of the course you will get an overview of the different Typeknitting
methods and possible connection points to your personal knitting projects. You will get to
know different ways how pixel fonts or other typefaces can be knitted with Slip-stitches,
Shadow Knitting or Patchwork Knitting.
After this, we focus on Slip-Stitches as a basis to construct single letters. We will get to know
different letter scales and appoaches, to make repeat patterns or single letters.
INFO
Language: English / German
Level: Medium experienced knitters
(Casting on, Knit & Purl, Knitting in two colors) Preparation: All participants will get an exercise-PDF per Email 2 weeks in advance.

MATERIAL
Participants are asked to bring to the workshop:
−
−
−
−
−

your favorite letter (printed out)
some of your last knitting projects
your favourite pattern (or a pattern you want to include typography in)
round needles (3.5–4.5 mm)
sketch material (square paper, pencils, scissors)

Kurzusra való jelentkezés: BA/MA, Divat & Textil / Grafika
Létszám: Divat & Textil - 10 fő, Grafika - 5 fő
Időpont: hétfő-csütörtök 9:00-12:00
Eredmények:
Kurzus teljesítésének feltétele:
A kurzus teljesítésének feltétele az online workshopon való aktív részvétel, a kiadott
feladatok teljesítése.
A kurzus ajánlása:
Neked szól ez a kurzus, ha érdekel a kézi kötés és a tipográfia.
Linkek:
https://typeknitting.net
Olvasmányok:
Rüdiger Schlömer: Typographic Knitting. From Pixel to Pattern

